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Extra care housing
There are 99 flats in the borough
called Extra Care housing for
residents over the age of 55 with
care and support needs allowing
independence, dignity and
personal choice.
The properties in The Pines,
Wexham, and Northampton Place,
Northampton Avenue, have their
own front doors are both wheelchair
accessible and have lifts to all floors.
Each has a lounge, fitted kitchen and
a bathroom with level shower
access, as well as one or two
bedrooms.
Each site has a guest room for
visiting friends and relatives and
communal gardens. The buildings,
grounds maintenance and repairs
are all taken care of by an on-site
manager. Cats and some dogs are
welcome with their owner but are
not permitted to be replaced.

Residents will have access to:
• On-site restaurant supplying hot
meals seven days a week
• A 24-hour alarm system, to
respond to emergency situations
• A team of carers to give support
and assistance with personal
needs as part of a formalised care
package
• Emergency care is available
through the night
• Hairdressing salon with a visiting
hairdresser
• A mobile chiropody service every
six weeks.
There are regular social activities on
the schemes for those residents who
wish to join in. These can include:
theatre and knitting groups, yoga,
singing and exercise classes. There is
also on site cinemas, a library and
activity room.

Applicants for Extra Care housing
must be:
• aged 55 or over with some care or
support needs
• registered with SBC’s housing
register for Extra Care to rent visit www.slough.gov.uk/
housing/housing-register.aspx
• registered on SBCs shared
ownership housing register for
Extra Care shared ownership. Visit
www.slough.gov.uk/housing/ex
tra-care-housing.aspx for shared
ownership, applicants have to
already live in Slough or have a
close family connection with the
area.
To find out more call Lou McKay,
Slough Borough Council, on
01753 875543 or visit
www.slough.gov.uk/housing/
extra-care-housing.aspx

You Said,
In September last year M.E.L Research carried out a satisfaction survey to ask what you think about the
services that we, and our service partner Osborne Property Services Ltd, deliver. A total of 1,998 of you
completed the survey which is a whopping 29% (one third) of our tenants and leaseholders.
This edition of Housing Highlights
focusses on what you told us and,
more specifically, what we are doing
about it.
We were delighted to learn that
70% of you are satisfied with the
services we provide. When we
asked you this question last year
only 54% of you were satisfied so
this is a significant increase and we
are encouraged to see that things
are improving.

Overall quality
of your home

Get involved in tidying your neighbourhood

Join the Great British Spring Clean!
Slough Borough Council invites
residents, community groups,
schools and local businesses to
take part in this years ‘Great
British Spring Clean’.
In support of the national campaign
run by Keep Britain Tidy, there will
be community clean ups taking
place throughout the borough
between 20 March and 13 April
2020. You can find details of the
clean ups on
www.keepbritaintidy.org or on the
council’s social media channels.

volunteers are asked to wear
appropriate clothing and footwear.
If you wish to organise a clean up in
your local neighbourhood please
contact the Community Project
Officer for your area:
Esther Masters (East)
esther.masters@slough.gov.uk
01753 477355

Volunteers of all ages are welcome
to take part; however children need
to be accompanied by an adult.
Relevant equipment (litter pickers
and bags) will be provided and
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Nahid Moghul (South)
nahid.moghul@slough.gov.uk
01753 875501

You can find out more about our
planned works programme by
attending one of our Neighbourhood
Forum meetings where you will have
the opportunity to tell us what you
think and what you would like to see
happening in your neighbourhood.

Your neighbourhood
as a place to live

74% satisﬁed
16% dissatisﬁed
70%

74%

75% satisﬁed
16% dissatisﬁed
70%

75%
2018

Vinay Vyas (North)
vinay.vyas@slough.gov.uk
01753 477356
2018

2019

We will be using the information
collected by the stock condition
survey to develop a programme of
investment in your homes and
neighbourhoods. Over the past year
we have been focussing on making
sure that the homes we manage are
safe for people to live in. This has
involved a significant programme of
fire safety related work to Broom
and Poplar Houses as well as our
nine ex-sheltered schemes.

2019

Whilst it is encouraging to learn that
almost three quarters of residents
are satisfied with their
neighbourhood, we looked closely at
what caused you to feel unhappy.
This revealed that around a third of
residents:
• do not feel a sense of belonging to
their neighbourhood
• do not agree that we listen to
their views and act on them
• are not satisfied with the overall
appearance of their
neighbourhood

In response to this we will:
• Work with the Neighbourhood
Forums to better understand
what needs to change to improve
the neighbourhoods we manage
• Ask the Resident Complaints Panel
to review complaints relating to
neighbourhood and estate issues
to understand why things go
wrong and what can be improved
• Tell you what we are doing and
why we are doing it in Housing
Highlights, on our website and
using social media
• Work with Osborne Property
Services to support their
commitment to working with and
investing in communities to
improve employment
opportunities, happiness, health
and well-being.
• Continue to support the Resident
Board and their links to elected
members as part of the
Neighbourhood and Communities
Scrutiny Committee
• Support a range of activities such
as litter-picks and estate walk
abouts aimed at improving the
environment that you live in
Only 56% of residents are happy that
we listen to their views and act on
what they tell us. In response to this
we will
• improve the way that we
communicate with residents
through our
Customer Care
“Very difﬁcult to get
Project
any response.”
continued overleaf...
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We Will…
• tell you how we have learned
from any complaints that we
receive and what we have
changed to improve things.
• work with residents to review the
information on our website to
reflect your information needs
and to make information easy for
you to access

Have friendly and approachable staff

The operative

70%

Treats it’s residents with respect

69%

Provides an effective and efﬁcient service

59%

Provide the service I expect

56%

• work with residents to develop
and publish information that will
help you to sustain your home
and your tenancy
• work with the Leasehold Forums
to better understand
leaseholders’ needs

We have recently introduced a new
approach to improving the quality of
the services we provide and making
sure that we are constantly
monitoring the impact that we have
on residents. We will be asking you
whether this has improved your
experience in our satisfaction survey
this year.

Repairs and maintenance

• ask residents to test our customer
service through mystery shopping
to identify areas for improvement

60% satisﬁed
29% dissatisﬁed

Treating residents fairly

66% satisﬁed
16% dissatisﬁed
We continuously review our policies
and processes to check that they are
fair and do not discriminate against
anyone. We take this issue very
seriously and routinely carry out
Equality Impact Assessments to
check for any potential
discrimination and take action to
remove any risks.
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The last round of Neighbourhood
Forum meetings held in
November/December last year
offered residents an opportunity to
tell us what they thought about the
repairs and maintenance services.
Osborne and council officers were
there to hear residents’ complaints
and feedback and to make sure that
these were resolved. All of the
feedback has been reviewed and we
have learned that:
• We need to improve the way we
manage follow up works, for
example where an operative has
visited but the job cannot be
completed because a part has to
be ordered
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18% 13%
20%
20%

Neither

Disagree

• We need to look at how officers
report repairs, for example to
communal (shared) areas and
how this is followed up
• We need to tell you what you can
expect Osborne to deliver and the
timescales for doing this
• Often complaints have been built
up over a long period of time and
we need to think about how we
can resolve things quickly when
something goes wrong

Osborne customer
services

64% satisﬁed
22% dissatisﬁed
We share office space with Osborne
and their call centre and we work
together to monitor the performance
of the contact centre.
We know that there have been times
when the call centre has been
inundated with calls that they have
struggled to cope. We will continue
to work together to improve this and
we have already asked some
residents to help us with improving
this area.

10%
4%8%

35%

40%

9%6%9%

Speaking to the call handler

34%

41%

11%7%7%

The overall quality of work

40%

33%

10%5%12%

The repairs service you received on this

39%

33%

9%6%13%

Being able to make an appointment

The timing of the appointment

21%
24%

35%

Contacting the call centre

The repair being completed on the ﬁrst visit

Agree
“I been writing emails for a year now,
informing the council about poor
services and front entrance door being
broken for a year. Nothing has been
changed or ﬁxed, I really don’t know
why I pay for the services.”

19% 11%

43%

Very satisﬁed

We will use your feedback below to
prioritise action:
We have asked Osborne to tell
their operatives that 80% of you
are satisfied (43% very satisfied)
with the work that they do. The
operatives were very pleased to
hear this and found it motivated
them in their work.

Overall appearance of
your neighbourhood

65% satisﬁed
22% dissatisﬁed
Whilst maintaining your
neighbourhood is our responsibility,
you too have a part to play in
helping us to improve things. You
can do this by:
• Joining us on estate inspections
• Telling us quickly when something
has gone wrong - you can do this
by reporting issues to a range of
council services via our website so
that the information goes to the
correct service area (eg Highways,
Waste etc) quickly

“It’s a disgrace there’s
no respect; rubbish,
litter, cans, bottles,
clothing and biggest
bug bear is the
littering of dogs.”

31%
39%
29%

38%

11%9%10%

29%
37%

9%7% 16%
12% 9% 13%

Fairly satisﬁed

• Making sure you
dispose of any
waste correctly
and responsibly.
There is a
significant cost to
you for clearing
fly-tipping and
litter

Neither

“I am satisﬁed with
the overall
appearance of my
neighbourhood
because things are
clean and tidy and
friendly.”

• Attending a Neighbourhood
Forum meeting to hear more
about our plans to improve and
invest in your neighbourhood and
to tell us what you think.

Your
priorities
for the
future
We were not surprised to hear
that your main priority is
making sure that your
neighbourhood is safe, clean
and pleasant to live in - 81% of
you agreed on that. Other
priorities included:
• Repairing, maintaining and
investing in your homes and
neighbourhoods (74%)
• Increasing the level of
support available to older
and vulnerable people
(58%)
• Tackling neighbour nuisance
(56%)
• Gating alleyways to prevent
anti-social behaviour (49%)

How often your
block is cleaned

67% satisﬁed
24% dissatisﬁed

• Continuing the programme
of measures to prevent
people parking on grass
verges (49%).

Next steps
Standard of cleaning

64% satisﬁed
25% dissatisﬁed
We are looking at how we can
improve this area and, in particular,
the cost to you for this service. We
will be working with the Resident
Board to monitor the performance in
this area.

We have given you a snapshot
of the feedback we received
from the survey here. The
Resident Board will be making
sure that we do what we have
said we will do in response to
your feedback and that it is
used to improve satisfaction
You can help us to do this by
attending a Neighbourhood
Forum meeting or becoming a
Resident Inspector. If you
would like to find out more
about what a Resident
Inspector does, please contact
us at: anita.jan@slough.gov.uk
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“Get rid of this so called unheard of Resident Board
and have genuine Tenant Champions on board”
What would appear to be the
problem is a misunderstanding of
what the Resident Board do. It is not
their responsibility to champion or
represent tenants in the way that
The Fed used to do. Tenants
shouldn’t need champions to get
their voices heard and, if they do,

that’s a real problem that we would
need to tackle.
I was disappointed that only 56% of
residents felt that we listen to their
views and act on them as indicated
in last year’s survey. This is an area
that we will be working on this year
and will check to see if we have

improved in this year’s survey.
However, 74% of tenants told us
they knew how they could make a
complaint or report anti-social
behaviour and 86% knew where to
find information about their tenancy.
70% of residents said they were
satisfied they were kept informed.

The quote above was added in the final box in the survey which asked if there was anything else you wanted to say.
However, that respondent at least had heard of the board. You can see some of the other comments and responses below.
There were hundreds and we are reading them all and will use them to make improvements to the service.
“Need to get repairs done quickly
and answer phones quick too”
We receive 500 calls to request a
repair each week and so we need to
prioritise works according to
whether it is an emergency or not.
We are aware of some problems with
the phone lines and we are working
with Osborne to resolve these issues.
“Living here is good for me
mentally and physically, it’s a very
good place” Thank you. That’s good
to hear and we appreciate some
positive feedback.
“Water bill should be part of the
rent” We appreciate that it is a small
inconvenience to have to pay a
separate bill, but there are many
benefits to tenants having a direct
relationship with their water
supplier. If something goes wrong,
they know who to contact and, if
necessary, can offer support while
the problem is being fixed.
“The alarm starts ringing without
any reason and it rings for hours. I
have to leave the flat and go out”
We know that this is a problem and
we already have a solution in place.
A separate dedicated phone line has
been put in place to report problems
enabling is to respond more quickly.
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“I think a lot of people have
trouble with parking” Yes, we are
aware of this but it’s not always
something we can easily fix (if at all)
and it’s not just a problem in Slough.

used, but if you use the online form it
is automatically directed to us:
https://slough-self.achieveservice.
com/service/Neighbourhood_Servic
es_complaints_and_comments

“Housing services need to help and
support us, and let us know for the
information on housing and other
information” We offer a tenancy
sustainment service to support
residents who are struggling to
sustain their tenancy. If you need
help, please contact us. We would
also love to hear what information
you are missing and would be happy
to work with you to make that
information available.

“Stop selling council houses to
people you know will then rent
out. Instead of paying landlords
lots of money to house people
(who just get rich) for people who
could never afford to buy in this
area” The Right to Buy is a legal
right that council tenants with a
secure tenancy have. It is not
something we have any control over
other than to go through the correct,
legal, process to manage
applications.

“Surgeries held at Britwell Library
for tenants to see housing officers.
Thank you” Following the last round
of Neighbourhood Forums this is
something that we are looking to do
across the borough. So watch out for
more news about this.
“What’s the point when no one
listens” We do! What we aren’t so
good at, is telling you what we’re
doing about it - or when we won’t do
anything about it, but we do listen.
“I have emailed a couple of times
to ask for permission to install a
hand basin the downstairs toilet,
but have never received a reply”
It’s not clear what email address you
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“Can I have a water meter because
I don’t use much water please”
You will need to contact your water
supplier about this as it’s not
something that we can help you with.
“The elderly with health issues
should be listened to. If their
request for ground floor allocation
is not respected - then you are not
being kind to the senior citizens”
Everyone should be listened to, not
just older people. Unfortunately we
have a limited housing stock which
we allocate according to need.
That’s not to say that you don’t need
ground floor accommodation, but it
could be that someone else needs it
more urgently than you.

Mystery Shopping
As a mystery shopper you will be
volunteering to pretend to be a
resident to test our customer
service and tell us about your
experience.
Our service partner, Osborne, will be
introducing improvements to the
contact centre in April. We are asking
residents to volunteer to become
mystery shoppers to test their
experience of the contact centre now
and to repeat the exercises after
April to see how the experience has
improved.
To do this, you will be asked to
pretend to report a repair or can be
reporting an actual repair and,
whilst you are making the call, to
complete a questionnaire to tell us:
• How long it took before your call
was answered?
• If you used the call back function,
how long it took before your call
was returned?
• How your call was answered - did
the call taker greet you and give
you their name?

• What questions did the call taker
ask you?
• Were you given a date and time
when an operative would visit?
• Were you given the option of an
am or pm appointment?
• What was your overall experience
of reporting the repair?
As a mystery shopper you can make
the test calls whenever it suits you
but we would like you to make calls
on different days and at different
times so that we can thoroughly
check the contact centre service. You
can choose to make as many calls as
you like, but you will have to tell us
when you are making calls so that
we can manage any changes to
Osborne’s IT system so that they are
not faced with sending operatives to
bogus jobs.
We will give you all of the
information and materials you need
to carry out the mystery shopping.
To volunteer to help us to test the
contact centre, please contact Anita
Jan at anita.jan@slough.gov.uk or
call 01753 477220.

Mable’s Mystery Shop
Mable has volunteered to be a
mystery shopper to test Osborne’s
contact centre. She has read through
the instructions and has chosen to
make calls on Monday morning in
the first week, on Wednesday
afternoon in the second week and
an evening call the following Friday.
Anita has sent Mable some mystery
shopping survey sheets and, on
looking through the examples,
Mable has chosen to report her
heating isn’t working.
Mable calls the contact centre and
notes that she waits 10 minutes for
her call to be answered. When her
call is answered, the lady gives the
standard response but she talks
quickly and Mable did not catch her
name. Mable notes this and that
she has been polite on the survey.
Mable gives her name and

address and tells the call taker that
her heating isn’t working. The call
taker responds that she will let one
of the Planners know and someone
will call her back with an appointment.
Mable notes that the call taker did
not ask any questions to see if there
was a fault with the boiler or
whether her home had its own
boiler or a communal heating system.
Later that day, a Planner calls as
promised and tells her that an
operative will visit her between
2pm and 4pm the next day. Mable
notes on survey that she was not
offered a choice of dates or times
but that the engineer was coming
out quickly. She also notes the date
and time of the call back and scores
her experience 5 out of 10.

Osborne’s
“Gift, with love”
for Slough charity
Hestia is a charity which
supports adults and children in
crisis, including mental health
and complex needs, modern day
slavery response and domestic
abuse refuge and is also based
at Hawker House.
In the last twelve months, staff
from Osborne and our partner
Slough Borough Council have
supported a series of events
including; a Mother’s Day appeal,
donations for families breaking up
for the summer holiday, returning
to school packs in September, and
most recently a Christmas Present
Toy appeal.
We have also helped to transform
the lives of many people who are
supported by the charity by
organising work experience in our
offices with the aim of building
confidence and getting women to
return to the workplace. Recently
we helped to move a domestic
abuse victim into a new home,
with the victim saying: “Thank you
Osborne, without your help I
couldn’t have done it. The day you
helped to move me was my son’s
fourth birthday and it was the best
present he had moving into a new
and safe home”.
Amy Johns, Corporate Partnership
Coordinator: “Hestia are honoured
to have the support from the
incredible team at both Osborne
and Slough Borough Council to
provide vital support to adults and
children in the local community.
With their generosity, donations
and sharing of skills and expertise,
our team in Slough can better
support our service users in their
recovery from trauma. As Hestia
celebrates its 50th anniversary in
2020 we look forward to working
with the contract team for a life
beyond crisis”.
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Damp and condensation
Housing Officers and Osborne
receive lots of communication
from residents concerned about
damp in their homes. There are
three types of damp and it’s
important to know what to do in
each case.

Condensation
Condensation is droplets of water
forming on cold surfaces like
windows or external walls in your
home. If the water droplets aren’t
dried away quickly by you, black
mould will start to form on these
cold, damp surfaces. The mould can
quickly spread to other parts of your
home.

If you notice condensation or
mould what should you do?
In almost all cases there is no reason
to call Osborne - this is not a repair.
You need to take action yourself.

will not get into the rest of your
home and form condensation. Make
sure you use your extractor fan if you
have one when cooking on a hob.
Keep your bathroom door closed
when you are having a shower or
bath. When you have finished open a
window if you have one. Make sure
that any extractor fans are working.
This will stop steam getting into the
rest of your home and forming
condensation.
Do not cover your radiators even to
dry laundry. Warm air needs to be
able to circulate freely. Wet laundry
creates warm moist air.
Laundry should ideally be dried
outdoors, however if you do have
dry washing indoors this should be
only be done in a room with an
extractor fan with the door closed
and the extractor on.
Do not push furniture up against
your walls - with more furniture and
clutter in a room warm, damp air can
get trapped behind the furniture
and mould can form without you
realising.

Wipe away all condensation and
mould with a dry cloth as soon as
you see it. This could be two or three
times a day every day.

Never cover vents or extractor fans
as this will restrict ventilation and
make the condensation worse.

Condensation and mould form
where there is an imbalance
between heat, moisture and
ventilation.

If you have an extractor fan which is
not working this is a repair issue and
you need to call Osborne on 0800
9150 1215.

Make sure all trickle vents on your
windows are open all the time even on cold days
and when you are
out of your home.
This allows air to
circulate and lets
any steam or
damp air to escape.

Penetrating damp

Keep your kitchen door closed when
you are cooking and open the
window. This will mean that steam
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Water coming in through the walls
or the roof from outside your home
is penetrating damp. You will see a
damp patch that could grow larger
and your paint on walls may look like
it’s got bubbles on it.
If there is a lot of water suddenly
coming into your home you may
notice the ceiling bulging.
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If you see signs of penetrating
damp, what should you do?

This is a repair issue and you need to
call Osborne on 0800 9150 1215.
This type of damp may be caused by
a leak from somewhere in your
home (for example, the bath or the
shower), or a leak from your
neighbours home.
Sometimes it can be caused because
of problems to your gutters or
downpipes. Before you call Osborne
go outside and see if you can see
any parts of your gutters missing or
are they blocked with leaves, plants
or birds nests?

Rising damp
This is a very rare form of damp.
Rising damp is caused when the
damp proof course in your brickwork
has failed or where outside ground
levels have been raised above the
damp proof course. Water rises up
the walls of your home from the
earth. You will see damp forming
near the ground on your wall and it
will spread upwards. This will not
happen quickly but over a long
period of time. If damp appears at
the top or middle of the wall or if it
appears relatively quickly it is
penetrating damp.
Water from the ground has natural
salts in it. You may see a line or “tide
mark” of salts on your wall. This “tide
mark” is also a sign of rising damp.
If you see signs of rising damp,
what should you do?

REPORTING REPAIRS
When you notice a repair that is
needed either in your home or in a
communal area please report it
straight away to Osborne.
All you need to do is call 0800 915
1215. If your call is in a queue and
you can’t afford to wait for it to be
answered remember you can
request a call back. To do this just
follow the instructions on the phone
message when you call.
We know that everyone has busy
lives and sometimes we have good
intentions to report a repair, but we
don’t get round to it. Please make
sure you find the time to make that
call - we are seeing an increase in
the number of serious repair jobs
that could have been reported much
earlier so the work to fix them would
have been less costly and less
intrusive.
With communal repairs it is easy to
assume that someone else would
have already reported the problem.
Please don’t walk by, make that call!
It is much better that Osborne
receive 3 or 4 calls about a
communal repair rather than no-one
reporting it.
Here are some tips to bear in mind
when calling Osborne:
• 0800 915 1215 is a freephone
number, you will not be charged
for making the call.
• Mornings are always a busy time
for the contact centre - try to call
after 2pm as this is usually much
quieter and you will get through
quicker.
• Monday mornings and
Wednesday mornings are the
busiest times - we suggest only
calling on these mornings if it is
urgent.

• Please give as much detail as
possible when you call. Give a
precise location and description
when you are calling to report a
communal repair.
• The contact centre will ask you for
your up to date contact details make sure you have your mobile
number to hand so you can give
this to them. They will use this to
update you about your repair.
Osborne will categorise your call
depending on whether it is an
EMERGENCY, URGENT or ROUTINE.
EMERGENCY repairs are those that
pose a serious and immediate health
and safety risk. Osborne have a
target to attend to make safe within
2 hours. They may not be able to do
a complete fix within this time but
you will be told when someone will
be back to complete the repair.
Example of emergency repair:
Total loss of water or electrical supply.
URGENT repairs are those that pose
a serious health and safety risk but
this risk isn’t immediate. Osborne
should attend within 3 working days
to either fully repair or make safe
and come back to complete it.
Example of Urgent repair:
Partial loss of water supply
ROUTINE repairs are standard
repairs that Osborne will complete
within 20 working days of you
reporting them. Sometimes it is
awkward or inconvenient to have to
wait for 20 days, but it is not causing
any significant danger to you.

Osborne stage
mock interviews
Osborne recently took part in
the Westgate School, Year 11
interview day. The aim of the
day was to host mock
interviews with a number of
students, giving students both
experience and exposure to
the world of work.
Before the event, Osborne
Property Services were sent
each student’s CV, so we had
the chance to review and make
comments. In total, over 180
students took part in the day,
and joined with other local
businesses as well.
We met students and ran
through a core competency
style interview which included
questions like “Give an example
of a challenge you’ve had to
overcome and how you went
about it”. The aim of these
questions is to break down the
barriers or fears that young
people have about interviews,
giving them much needed
confidence. The students were
also asked to prepare some
questions for us, which taught
them good behaviours such as
researching companies before
an interview.
Feedback from the school was
incredibly positive, saying: “We
cannot thank you enough for
your precious time and efforts.
The students were buzzing after
their interviews.”

Example of routine repair:
Broken light fitting within a room

This is a repair
issue and you
need to call
Osborne on
0800 9150 1215.
Housing Highlights February/March 2020
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How to contact us
Email
Website

tenants@slough.gov.uk
www.slough.gov.uk

Post

Slough Borough Council
Housing Services (Landmark Place)
Observatory House
25 Windsor Road, Slough SL1 2EL

Telephone 01753 475111 choose option 3
Monday to Friday
9.00am-5.30pm
Fax
01753 875499
Minicom 01753 474100
In person MyCouncil
Landmark Place
High Street
Slough SL1 1JL
9am-6.30pm Monday
9am-5.30pm Tuesday
9am-5.30pm Wednesday
10am-5.30pm Thursday
9am-5.30pm Friday
9am-1.30pm Saturday

How to contact us
Neighbourhood Housing
Customer Service Team:
01753 475111, choose option 3

Reporting Fraud
Fraud Hotline: 01753 787876

Make a complaint or suggestion
Email: housingservicecomplaints@slough.gov.uk
01753 475111
By post to Housing Services

Right to Buy and Leasehold Services
Email: rtb@slough.gov.uk
Email: leaseholdservices@slough.gov.uk
01753 475111 choose option 3

Housing benefits and council tax
01753 875348 or 875349

Missed bin collection

Modern Slavery
is closer than you think...

You can report this on 01753 475111 choose option 4

Rent arrears
01753 475111 or email rentrecovery@slough.gov.uk

Ways to get involved
Email: getinvolved@slough.gov.uk
Contact the information and participation team:
Karen Lewis: Telephone: 01753 875437
Karen Wilkinson: Telephone: 01753 875685
Anita Jan: Telephone: 01753 477220

Request repairs
Modern slavery is the exploitation of people
for personal or commercial gain.
IT HAPPENS ALL OVER THE WORLD.
IT HAPPENS IN THE UK. IT HAPPENS IN SLOUGH.
IS IT HAPPENING ON YOUR DOORSTEP?
To ﬁnd out more visit unseenuk.org
To ﬁnd help, or report modern slavery call the helpline.

0800 0121 700
Calls are free from landlines and most mobile networks
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Osborne help desk/emergency out-of-hours
repairs:
Email: slough@osborne.co.uk
Free phone: 0800 915 1215
Monday to Friday: 8am to 8pm
*Wednesday: 9 to 11am closed for training
- emergency calls only*
Saturday: 8.30am to 12noon

